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Teens are working to make underage smoking a thing of the past.
Teens across the nation are burning up about the number of young people who start smoking each
year.
"Whether tobacco companies admit it or not, they do market to kids," says Jeffrey Tice, a West
Virginia teen fighting against tobacco use. You might say Tice's proof is in the puffing. In his state
alone, more than 2,000 kids younger than 18 become smokers each year, statistics show, and the
situation there is not that different from other areas of the country.
Teens start smoking even though national and state laws forbid the marketing and sale of tobacco
products to youths. Tobacco companies, sometimes known collectively as Big Tobacco, cannot use
cartoon characters or celebrities to advertise their products to kids, nor can stores sell tobacco
products to kids.
Tobacco companies say they follow the laws, and some information supports that. Since 1997, for
instance, when as part of a big legal settlement cigarette manufacturers said they wouldn't advertise
to kids, cigarette sales have dropped 21 percent.
Although direct, obvious advertising to kids doesn't happen today, some people think something is
going on.
"We believe that marketing is geared toward youth," says David Deutsch, manager at the West
Virginia Division of Tobacco Prevention. Deutsch explains that although tobacco advertising is not
aimed at children, it can still catch their attention.
Trouble in Disguise
Many of Big Tobacco's newer products come loaded with kid appeal, say teen advocates. Young
people sometimes buy them because they're packaged to look like candies, mints, and gum. Some
even taste like candy.
"It's really sneaky," claims Judy Hou, 17. Judy is spreading the word in Virginia about how kids can
get hooked on tobacco products such as snus, rubs, orbs, and sticks. Those products are either
rubbed on the skin or dissolved in the mouth to deliver nicotine, the addictive chemical in tobacco.
And because they are smokeless and spit-free, they can be used anywhere, anytime.
In his own school, Jeffrey Tice sees how easily teens can use and become addicted to nicotine with
the new products. "Kids sit in school 180 days out of the year. If you have an orb or a stick, you can
pop it in your mouth and get your nicotine fix. No one ever knows," he says.
Why does the tobacco industry need people to get addicted to its products? "If tobacco companies
gave up on getting new customers, they would soon be out of business," says tobacco ad expert
Connie Pechmann, a professor at the Paul Merage School of Business at the University of California,
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Irvine.
Judy puts it more bluntly. "What they are trying to do is create a new generation of smokers," she
says. "Tobacco companies need a new generation of smokers to buy their products. It's all about
making money."
Making a Difference
Making money off teens is a little harder now thanks to Calitta Jones, Brian Bell, Jeremiah Carter, and
Shanicee Dillon. As part of a tobacco prevention program in their hometown of St. Paul, Minn., the
students surveyed neighborhood stores for tobacco advertising and products they felt were aimed at
kids.
Instead of advertising, however, they stumbled upon something that left the group horrified. Dillon's 2year-old sister got her hands on some candy cigarettes and toy cigarette lighters. She thought it was
fun to "play" at puffing and blowing smoke. A video produced by the Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids
captures the team's reaction: "Candy and cigarettes together? Seriously not OK," Dillon says in the
video.
So Dillon and her teammates powered up. With the help of St. Paul Councilmember Melvin Carter III,
they worked to pass a city law banning the sale of candy cigarettes and toy lighters. With Carter's
encouragement, the students met with the St. Paul city attorney to draft the law. They then asked for
support from the mayor and the other members of the city council, and packed a public hearing about
the proposed law with 150 of their friends.
Thanks to Dillon and her friends, it passed-easily. Other cities are considering following St. Paul's
example.
Melvin Carter says he is proud they were able to put the ban in place. And, he insists, all the credit
belongs to the teens who came to him. "My office guided them through the process," he says. "I
wanted them to learn they can change the law."
"Kids have power when it comes to public policy ... if they're willing to roll up their sleeves and get at
it," Melvin Carter adds. "Young people have the ability to look around their community, figure out the
problems, and solve them."
Get Involved
Judy Hou's grandfather, a smoker for many years, died of lung cancer. Judy has never forgotten what
she believes took her grandpa away from her. "I saw how horrible tobacco products are, not just for
the smoker, but also for our family," she recalls.
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Page Dowdy/Chesterfield Observer
Judy Hou is a teen activist.

When she got to high school, Judy joined Virginia's youth-led campaign to fight tobacco use and
promote healthy living, Y Street. Recently, Y Street focused on halting the spread of nicotine products
aimed at children. "These products are packaged like candy, mints, or gum and made to appeal to
kids. The tobacco companies know they can take advantage of us," says Judy. "That needs to end!"
As a seventh grader, Jeffrey Tice learned what cigarettes do to people's lungs. Teen volunteers with
RAZE, a West Virginia program that fights tobacco use, visited his class. (The word raze means "tear
down.") They showed students pig lungs that were supposed to mimic smokers' lungs. "They're
discolored," he recalled. "They don't inflate all the way and not quickly. They're disgusting!"
Tice, now 18, is a youth leader with RAZE, taking up the campaign against tobacco use. "Our main
goal at RAZE is to tear down the lies of the tobacco industry," he explains. Tice believes that young
people, when told the truth, will see how harmful tobacco is.
Judy agrees. "Kids need to take a stand," she says. "Kids need to know they can make a difference.
I've learned that I can make a difference."
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activist ac·tiv·ist
Advanced Definition
noun
1. one who speaks or acts in favor of a cause with vigor or militance.

Activists lead the fight against low wages and poor working conditions for the
workers.

Spanish cognate
activista: The Spanish word activista means activist.

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:
1. Residents and environmental activists complain the landscape is ruined, that the mountain
terrain is scarred.
2. During the Vietnam War (1964-1975), thousands of peace activists protested across the
United States hoping to end the conflict.
3. In London, he became a member of the "Club of Honest Whigs" (who also wore wigs!) and
began interacting with important political thinkers and activists of the time.
4. Anti-zoo activists talk about big cats endlessly pacing back and forth in their cages, zoo
elephants constantly swaying side to side, polar bears swimming in endless circles, and
monkeys and parrots "grooming" themselves until they have no fur or feathers left.
5. The neighborhood, bordered by West Oakland, downtown Oakland Hills, and Berkeley, along
with the communities of Emeryville and Piedmont, is known historically as the birthplace of the
Black Panthers. It was also the childhood home of civil rights activists and writers Huey P.
Newton and Bobby Seale. The neighborhood has long been a site for political activism and
creative ferment.
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advocate ad·vo·cate
Advanced Definition
transitive verb
1. to urge support or acceptance of.

He advocates buying fruits and vegetables grown on local farms.
noun
1. one who supports a cause.

I am an advocate of health care reform.
2. one who defends or pleads on behalf of another, esp. in a court of law.

Who is the advocate for the defendant?

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:
1. However, I do not advocate them as replacements for textbooks.
2. This is why many people advocate using renewable energies as our primary power sources.
3. In the 20th century, writers, scientists and philosophers started to advocate space colonization
for ecological and political reasons.
4. Temple Grandin, an animal welfare advocate, notes that breeding animals for size and
strength interferes with natural animal processes.
5. Along with volunteer work helping advocate for people with [Tourette's], she participates in Girl
Scouts and operates her own recycled jewelry business.
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promote pro·mote
Definition
verb
1. to help something grow, increase, or move forward.

Eating well promotes health.
Their company advertises a lot to promote their products.
2. to move to a higher position.

The boss promoted Mr. Smith from clerk to supervisor.

Advanced Definition
transitive verb
1. to support the existence, growth, or advance of.

These toxic substances promote the growth of tumors.
Yoga promotes a sense of well-being.
They've launched a campaign to promote awareness of the dangers of alcohol.
2. to advance (someone) to a higher rank or position.

Because of his excellent job performance, he was promoted within the first year.
3. to advertise or otherwise encourage the purchase of.

The company is heavily promoting its newest product this month.

Spanish cognate
promover: The Spanish word promover means promote.

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:
1. They say the program promotes poor eating habits and gives Pizza Hut free advertising in
public schools.
2. In Florida, a high school student named Miranda Rosenberg started a Web site to promote the
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lowering of her state's voting age.
3. Banking on the need for portable drinking water and promoting the idea of fresher, cleaner
water, the bottled water industry has created a huge market.
4. It's the official emblem of the Explorers Club, an international organization dedicated to
promoting exploration worldwide. For over a century, they have helped lead the charge into
the unknown.
5. Perhaps most importantly, they work to spread awareness about the endangerment of Asian
elephants in that part of the world, encouraging tourists to act consciously when deciding
which tourist camp or sanctuary to visit and promote.
6. "We might be demoting [Pluto] from the list of eight classical planets, but we're promoting it by
making it the head of its own special class," says U.S. astronomer Owen Gingerich of Harvard
University, who chaired the IAU panel.
7. "Getting rid of zoos would be a tragedy for all animals," says Steve Feldman, senior vice
president of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums. He says zoos play a major role in
educating people about animals and promoting wildlife conservation.
8. Finally, he got it into his head - what a genius he was, at publicity if nothing else - that the best
way to promote DC was to spread the rumor that AC was more powerful, so powerful, in fact,
that it was deadly.
9. We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice,
insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general Welfare,
and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this
Constitution for the United States of America.
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Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. All of the following are tobacco products EXCEPT
A. gloms
B. sticks
C. orbs
D. snus

2. The passage describes the problem of underage smoking. Teens in St. Paul, Minn.
did all of the following to address this problem EXCEPT
A. they took part in a video produced by the Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids
B. they ran for public office with support from the mayor and joined the city council
C. they surveyed neighborhood stores for tobacco advertising and products aimed at
kids
D. they worked to pass a city law banning the sale of candy cigarettes and toy lighters

3. After reading the passage, what can you conclude about tobacco products?
A. Cigarettes that contain less nicotine are not that addictive.
B. Teens can't get hooked on certain types of tobacco products.
C. Smokeless and spit-free tobacco products are not addictive.
D. All tobacco products contain nicotine and are addictive.

4. Read these sentences from the passage:
"Judy puts it more bluntly. 'What they are trying to do is create a new generation of
smokers,' she says."
In this sentence, the word bluntly means
A. eagerly
B. wishfully
C. innocently
D. directly
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5. Which statement supports the main idea of the passage?
A. Some kids get hooked on tobacco products that dissolve in the mouth.
B. In West Virginia, more than 2,000 kids are becoming smokers each year.
C. Teens are working to make underage smoking a thing of the past.
D. Tobacco companies want to gain new customers to buy their products.

6. According to the passage, what happened to cigarette sales when cigarette
manufacturers agreed to stop advertising to kids?

7. The first paragraph starts with this sentence:
"Teens across the nation are burning up about the number of young people who start
smoking each year." What did the writer mean by the words "burning up"? Why do you
think the writer chose those words?
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8. The question below is an incomplete sentence. Choose the word that best completes
the sentence.
Instead of remaining silent, ________, many teens across the nation are speaking out
about the dangers of tobacco products.
A. otherwise
B. however
C. although
D. because
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